


Some people call it a brand book. We 
think of it as everything we are, stand for 
and believe in stuffed into 20 pages. It’s 
our DNA.
It starts with a little history but it’s very much about 
the future and how you can tell our story in a simple, 
consistent way that helps people understand what 
we’re all about and inspires people to partner with us.

The easier our story is to tell, the more people will hear 
it. And that’s got to be a good thing for everyone.



Greening Australia was formed by the United 
Nations Association of Australia and the Nursery 
Industry Association of Australia to protect, 
conserve and restore Australia’s landscapes.
We’re proudly independent and have been involved 
in some of the largest and most ambitious large-scale 
landscape restoration projects in Australia including the 
National Trees Program and One Billion Trees Project.  
Current projects include:

Gondwana Link: one of the world’s top 35 biodiversity 
hotspots, we’re helping restore and reconnect land 
across south-western Australia - over 900km of 
bushland is already in place.

Habitat 141˚: one of the world’s biggest landscape 
restoration plans, restoring connectivity within two 
nationally recognised biodiversity hotspots, over an 
area covering 18 million hectares and incorporating 
14 National Parks.

Reef Aid: reversing and protecting the Reef from on 
average 1.4 million tonnes of fine sediment along with 
trapped agricultural chemicals and fertilisers pouring 
into the Great Barrier Reef every year. 

We now have teams in 30 locations around the country 
and APPROX 130 staff.

GREENING AUSTRALIA 

WAS FOUNDED IN 1982, 

THE INTERNATIONAL 

YEAR OF THE TREE.



We solve challenges in which nature, 
communities and economies are all 
connected, in ways that benefit them all.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL 

NGO THAT THINKS BIGGER 

THAN THE ENVIRONMENT.



GOVERNMENT AND 
INDUSTRY:

We are trusted advisors and practitioners 
to these groups, delivering an end-to-end 
service through deep scientific knowledge 
and technical know-how.

DONORS, COMMUNITIES, 
CORPORATE PARTNERS:

We are on-the-ground making change 
happen for these groups, taking simple 
actions to make visible improvements.



People thrive when nature thrives. 
Economies and the environment are 
connected. By restoring degraded 
landscapes we can restore local 
economies with them. All of which is 
good for people and nature.

With the right people, know-how and 
attitude, everything is possible.

Healthy, productive landscapes where 
people and nature thrive. Because nature 
is vital to our personal, community and 
economic wellbeing.



We return life to landscapes and restore 
balance to the natural environment. We 
create change that benefits people now 
and in the future. 

WE TACKLE AUSTRALIA’S 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHALLENGES.



We’re independent, not bound 
by tenure, politics, geography, 
industry or bureaucracy.

We collaborate with the best, 
from scientists to the people 
on-the-ground who make 
change happen.

We work to create solutions 
that benefit communities, 
economies and nature, 
because they are all connected. 

We push boundaries and 
scale up the best solutions 
to have the biggest impact.



Lead by example

Collaborate for change

Think differently, think big

Dirty hands get things done

Nature and people together

Anyone can agitate. Not everyone can lead. Take 
responsibility, and always focus on the best outcome.

We collaborate to create impact and share success. 

We reverse decline, not just conserve. No problem’s 
too big. Where there’s a will there’s a way. 

More action less talk. Get out there and get started. 
Be positive, be proactive. And let’s not let perfect get 
in the way of possible.

People and nature are connected. The best way to change 
a landscape is to involve the people who live and work in it.



We tackle Australia’s environmental 
challenges with the best science and the 
best people, to return life and balance 
to landscapes in ways that work for 
communities, economies and nature.

PEOPLE AND NATURE 

THRIVE TOGETHER.
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LOGO

Use of the Greening Australia 
logo should adhere to the 
following guidelines so as to 
retain legibility and preserve the 
iconic brand.
The green tree version is the primary logo 
and must be used wherever possible.

The white and black logo is to be used 
on mono artworks.

The logo must only ever appear in one 
of these colour schemes.

REVERSE MONO REVERSE

MONO VERTICAL

SPOT PROCESS
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LOGO

Use of the Greening Australia 
logo should adhere to the 
following guidelines so as to 
retain legibility and preserve the 
iconic brand.
To ensure the minimum clear space use 
“x” (the height of the A in “Greening 
Australia”) to dictate the area.

The horizontal logo must be no smaller 
than 7mm in height, the vertical version 
must be no smaller than 11mm in height.

CLEAR SPACE RULES

MINIMUM SIZE

X

7mm

11mm

XX

X

X

X

X

X

XX
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LOGO

A few examples of what not to 
do and what is within our brand. 
These examples apply to both 
horizontal and vertical logos.
When placing the Greening Australia logo 
adhere to colour, clear space and sizing 
shown in previous sections.

Do not skew or reshape the logo, do not 
use any other colour than those supplied, 
do not use an unapproved drop shadow 
or any tint or transparency and do not 
recolour, rename or restyle any element of 
the logo.

Make sure when laying the logo over 
imagery that the text is legible. A black 
to transparent gradient can be used to 
ensure legibility.

If the logo needs to appear on a similar 
background that lacks contrast, the white 
reversed logo may be used. If this still 
doesn’t provide enough legibility, the 
mono logo can be used.

Alternative logo usage must be approved 
by Greening Australia (e.g. applications 
on merchandise).

YESNO
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PANTONE 7488 CP

PANTONE 368 UP

R132 G198 B97

C52 M0 Y82 K0

WEB #90CA63

PANTONE 3165 CP

PANTONE 5463 UP

R0 G71 B81

C100 M16 Y33 K66

WEB #004651

PANTONE 422 CP

PANTONE 417 UP

R146 G151 B153

C45 M35 Y35 K1

WEB #929799

PANTONE 173 CP

PANTONE 1795 UP

R234 G83 B41

C0 M82 Y95 K2

WEB #EA5329

PANTONE 446 CP

PANTONE BLACK 6 UP

R32 G50 B50

C80 M60 Y63 K60

WEB #1F3131

WHITE

WEB #FFFFFF

COLOUR

Use the following colours across 
Greening Australia materials to 
support the imagery and create 
clarity and consistency.
Our core colours of light and dark green 
should be used with grey tints and white 
to maintain a distinct Greening Australia 
brand. Support colours help tie our brand 
to our imagery and our flagship programs.

Colour should be used sparingly, with 
imagery the main focus. Body text should 
use PANTONE 446. Headings can use any 
colours appropriate to each section.

Along with the primary brand colours, 
a set of secondary colours have been 
developed to represent five flagship 
programs. These colours can be mixed 
with the primary grey colours, and should 
not be mixed with other support colours.

Multiple Primary and Secondary 
colours can be combined in diagrams 
infographics and other graphic elements.

It is important that plenty of white space 
is used to allow the imagery and text to 
be the viewed clearly.

PRIMARY SECONDARY

PANTONE 131 CP

PANTONE 131 UP

R221 G151 B26

C12 M44 Y100 K0

WEB #DD9719

C12 M44 Y100 K50

75% TINT

75% TINT 75% TINT 75% TINT 75% TINT 75% TINT

50% TINT

50% TINT 50% TINT 50% TINT 50% TINT 50% TINT

TASMANIA ISLAND ARK
PANTONE 370 CP

PANTONE 7742 UP

R83 G149 B54

C62 M1 Y100 K25

WEB #529535

C90 M38 Y85 K84

75% TINT

50% TINT

C13 M80 Y100 K53

PANTONE 7599 CP

PANTONE 7599 UP

R209 G84 B32

C13 M80 Y100 K3

WEB #D1541F

75% TINT

50% TINT

INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIA

SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
PANTONE 7474 CP

PANTONE 315 UP

R0 G124 B137

C87 M36 Y41 K7

WEB #007C88

75% TINT

50% TINT

C87 M36 Y41 K57

REEF AID

PANTONE 4515 CP

PANTONE 7503 UP

R170 G152 B93

C34 M34 Y74 K4

WEB #A9975D

C34 M34 Y74 K54

75% TINT

50% TINT

NATURE IN CITIES
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We use Helvetica Neue across 
our brand. It is suitable for both 
web and print purposes, and 
has a range of font weights that 
can be used to create hierarchy.
Helvetica Neue Bold should be used 
for main headings, body headings, 
pull quotes, names, footers and page 
numbers.

Helvetica Neue Medium should be 
used in infographics.

Helvetica Neue Thin italic should be 
used as intro text.

Helvetica Neue Regular is used as 
body text.

Helvetica Neue Ultralight abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Ultralight Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Thin Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Thin Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Regular abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Medium abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Medium Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Bold abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue Bold Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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10PT/14PT

14PT/20PT

18PT/22PT

FONT SIZE/FONT SIZE*1.82

HEADING 1

Lorem Ipsum aepudis eum dolorum simoluptae mo 
temporupta sed essum il is maio culla sum dolupta 
acimusandis a dolu.
Ullicatendae. Itassequi arioreperum iligni untis dolupta qui nobit aliquam, 
ut dolescipsam, que offic te sant eum que pratempora dolupiciant eum 
elloribus mo blaute laboreium re erferis nihicias verepel enihil est ius aut 
iduciet volut quibus.

H1

H H x 2.1

H x
0.8

H x
0.8

H2

1.8 x H1

1 x H2

About Greening 

Australia

TYPOGRAPHY

Use these space ratios, 
correct leading and 
typography hierarchy.
The correct font ratios can be achieved 
using the following equations. Use the 
font size and leading character boxes 
to achieve the correct sizes. 
* is multiply, / is divide.

The highlighted text is used for 
headings and pull quotes, and is a 
key graphic element in the Greening 
Australia brand. 

Once the bars have been laid out 
they should be combined using 
object>paths>make compound path. 
For main headings on images outline 
the text (shift+command+o), then 
ungroup (shift+command+g) use the 
pathfinder tool to subtract from the 
rectangle. For the pull out quote copy 
the image you are placing into the 
bars, select the bars and 
right click>paste into.

LOREM IPSUM AEPUDIS 

EUM DOLORUM SIMOLU MO 

TEMPORUPTA SED ESSUM
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IMAGERY

The Greening Australia brand 
is based heavily around 
beautiful photographs of 
people and landscapes.
Beautiful landscapes should be the 
feature of the brand. The landscape 
should always be the primary focus of 
the image, followed by the people.

Beautiful monotone portraits of 
people should be the primary people-
based imagery used along with the 
landscapes. These should be primarily 
black and white but a tint can be 
added to sit with the landscape better.

Candid imagery of people should be 
used to supplement the portraits, and 
can be used to tell stories of people 
interacting with environments. These 
images should involve some sort of 
action relating to the outdoors, or the 
work Greening Australia does.
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Plants, wildlife and people 
thriving in Australian unique 
landscapes is encompassed in 
the Greening Australia brand. 
These layouts were created 
to demonstrate the duality 
between humans and nature. 
The full overlay images should only be 
used as statement pieces – in cover 
images, posters and key collateral.

Internal pages, case studies and other 
secondary pieces can use one of the 
other two 50/50 layouts, as well as non 
overlaid images.

All images should run to the edge of 
the page unless approved otherwise by 
Greening Australia.
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IMAGERY

The divided, overlapping 
imagery can be expanded into 
other graphic elements to make 
the imagery more clear or create 
interesting visual elements.  
The 50/50 images shown on the previous 
page can be expanded to make more of 
a feature of the landscapes and portraits. 
This can be helpful in providing clarity to 
the content.

The divided imagery can also be used as 
a graphic element to highlight text (See 
typography section) as well as for feature 
graphic elements.

W W W
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This set of icons has been 
developed around the 
Greening Australia logo.
Iconography shown here can be 
utilised as additional tools to help 
explain Greening Australia concepts.

All graphic elements need to use 
colours from the brand colour palette.

Future icon development must be 
approved by Greening Australia before 
being used.

TASMANIA 
ISLAND ARK

REEF AID NORTHERN AUSTRALIA SOUTHERN 
AUSTRALIA

VOLUNTEER DONATECOMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

TREEPEOPLE EVENTSCAREERS CONTACT US

FUNDRAISINGMEMBERSHIP BUSINESS 
PARTNER

ECONOMYWATER ATMOSPHERENEW HABITAT 
CREATED

PROJECTS GRASSSEED WILDLIFETRAINING/
EDUCATION

NATURE IN 
CITIES

SCHOOLS
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Our infographics use a 
combination of vector 
elements and typography. 
Infographics can also be utilised 
as additional tools to help explain 
statistics and tell different stories in a 
visually interesting way. They can be 
incorporated into landscape images.

The infographics are a combination of 
iconography, shapes and typography. 
Infographics must use Helvetica Neue 
Medium and Helvetica Neue Bold.

All graphic elements need to use colours 
from the brand colour palette. Multiple 
Primary and Secondary colours can be 
combined in diagrams infographics and 
other graphic elements.

The examples show how the Reef Aid 
blue can be utilised across infographics.

About 85% of this 
land area is used 

for agriculture, 
which contr ibutes 

$10 bi l l ion 
dol lars to the 

Austral ian 
economy

species of birds of the world’s 
marine turtles

species of fishtypes of coral
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EXAMPLES

Greening Australia has a 
number of partners that 
we work with. This page 
shows how to combine other 
organisations’ logos with ours.
When the Greening Australia logo is 
used in co-branding situations with other 
partners it is important to follow the rules 
shown here. 

In a one logo lock up situation only the 
vertical logo should be used. The space 
between the Greening Australia logo and 
partner logo can be determined by twice 
the distance of “x” (the height of the A 
in “Greening Australia”). The text of the 
other logo should align to the bottom of 
“Greening Australia”. In a multiple logo 
lockup the horizontal logo should be 
used. The tree logo defines the height 
“H”, this is the maximum height for 
partner logos.

In situations where there are multiple 
partners, their logos should be converted 
to grayscale so as not to detract from the 
green tree in the Greening Australia logo.

X X

X
H

H

X

X X

XX

X

XX X

X

X
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COLLATERAL

A range of collateral and 
templates have been 
developed for both internal 
and external use.
The collateral uses a range of brand 
elements to create impactful pieces that 
tell the Greening Australia story. Some 
print material examples are shown here.

Please contact Greening Australia to 
request access to these files.

LEAVE BEHIND BUSINESS CARDS

PULL UP BANNERS
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REPORT 

POWERPOINT

FLYER INVITATION

EDMCOLLATERAL

A range of collateral and 
templates have been 
developed for both internal 
and external use.
It is important that the Greening 
Australia brand is kept consistent 
in both internal and external facing 
materials. Included in the collateral is 
a range of templates that can be used 
to help enhance presentations, reports, 
invitations and maintain the Greening 
Australia brand. Some examples are 
shown here.

Please contact Greening Australia to 
request access to these templates.
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